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Editor’s Notes

As my first edition of the Chimes, I do not want to mess with the format or content
too much, but of course there will be a few changes.
I plan to introduce a new section called ‘Internet Corner’ where I will describe
some useful sites I have found while trawling the web. Of course if you have
found something that you would like to own up to and share then please let me
know.
I will also introduce a new section called ‘What I was doing xxx years ago’. This is
not to replace the excellent Pen Portraits, but just an opportunity to describe one
time in your life that happened 30, 40, 50, etc. years ago. Again I will start this off
for this edition, but I will struggle to produce memorable events from my past for
every edition of the magazine! So do please contribute.
I may introduce a crossword at some point if I can figure out how to do it!
Other than that please do keep your contributions coming in as that as the only
way the Chimes can continue.
Thanks go to all contributors who have helped to make this edition.

P.S. Please note the new website for the choir is at:
steetonmalevoice.co.uk
There is still a lot of work to do on the website but it is ongoing.

Roy Talbot

From the Secretary’s Desk:

Our new season is underway and SMVC has been rehearsing a range of new items
and revamping some from the existing repertoire. Rehearsing is going really well and
there are many comments about how enjoyable rehearsals are (even if they can be
pretty hard work).
At the end of 2017 we had our Annual concert and Christmas Concert under the
baton of our new MD and they were both a great success with good audiences at
both events. The Christmas concert was a significant change from recent previous
years in that the content was ‘Christmas’ with a wide and interesting range of
Christmas songs/carols and music from the choir and a range of soloists from within
the choir. The audience feedback was very encouraging.
We are pleased to welcome back Peter Stewart after a long absence and we hope to
see the return of several other long term absentees in the not too distant future.
Sadly Norman Hudson (second tenor) decided it was time to hand in his uniform as
he was finding it difficult to manage the concerts. He will be missed not only for his
singing input but for the sense of fun he brought to SMVC.
Our recruitment efforts at the end of 2017 did not generate any new singers but we
put ourselves out there at various venues. The Christmas sings at Booth’s
supermarket went down really well with the shoppers as did our pub sing at the
Airedale Heifer. We hope to find some new men as 2018 progresses.
We were contacted by a film production team to ask if we could provide a ‘chorus’ of
men for a significant role in a new film being shot in and around Ilkley. The film is
called ‘Ilkley’ and is a dark comedy starring Derek Jacobi and Roger Allam amongst
others. The story is based around the Ilkley Literary Festival. The chorus appear
throughout the film. They were looking for approximately 10 men to be seen singing,
largely folk items, at various points in the film. Up to 16 men volunteered and
undertook many days of filming. This required 2 days of rehearsing with the musical
director. Over several weeks various combinations of the 16 men turned up in a
range of places including Ilkley, Otley, Harrogate and Allerton Castle for ‘shooting’. It
was clearly a big commitment and took up a considerable amount of time. All reports
suggest they all had a great time.
We hope that the film (out in 2019) will prove to be highly successful in its own right
and hopefully will promote Yorkshire and one of the best Male Voice Choirs in
Yorkshire i.e. SMVC. At this point we believe the choir will be invited to sing at the
premiere of the film. We are really hopeful that the work the men concerned will have
significant spin offs for SMVC. I would like to publicly thank the men involved and
Roy Talbot in particular who took over from me (in my absence) as the link with the
production company – it was not small task by the sounds of it.
I am delighted that we have resurrected our performances at Primary schools. Our
first venture for some time was at Addingham Primary School. Over 40 men gave up

a Friday afternoon to sing to the whole school. The children were clearly thrilled and
listened very attentively. The children also entertained us – which was a real
pleasure. Cathy works at the school so she was busy conducting all concerned. One
disappointment was that we were not able to have our photo taken with the children.
Child protection in schools being what it is these days did not enable us to do so.
We had our first concert of the season at Bingley Theatre. It was a break with
tradition in many ways. The concert was on a Sunday evening and we performed in
the studio at the theatre with an audience of 80 but that was a sell out. We had four
comperes – which worked really well and the choir had their first outing in the
alternative uniform (black trousers, black shirt and waistcoat) which largely met with
audience approval if not universal approval amongst our ranks. Change is never
universally welcome!. The audience clearly enjoyed the evening (which included our
guest singer Stephanie Hdalowski who performed her songs a capella). It was a
useful outing for some new material which went down well.
This year the choir are undertaking a short tour in North Yorkshire over the weekend
of July 20th to 22nd. We are returning to Middlesbrough Town Hall (newly refurbished)
to sing with the Middlesbrough Community Choir and will be singing with the
Dalesmen singers at Egton Bridge in the North Yorkshire Moors. We have a good
sized choir booked for this weekend so all being well it will be a success.

A choir had just started their summer tour.
One hour before the first concert, the musical director became very ill and was
unable to conduct, and the choir suddenly had to find a substitute.
The choir manager asked everyone in the choir whether they could step in and
conduct, and the only person who was willing was one of the top tenors.
The chairman was very nervous about this. "We can't audition you," he said.
"No problem," replied the tenor.
"There's no time to rehearse. You'll have to do the concert cold."
"I know. It'll be all right."
The tenor conducted the concert and it was a huge success.
Since the MD remained ill for the duration of the tour, the tenor conducted all of the
concerts, getting rave reviews and standing ovations at each one.
At the next rehearsal, the MD had recovered, and the tenor took his place at the
back of the section. As he sat down, the tenor next to him asked "Where have you
been for the last two weeks?"

Chairman’s Report 2017 - David
2017 has been a year of considerable contrasting fortunes. We have come through
turbulent times since November 2016. Our MD for the previous 22 years, Alan Clark
retired. At that point we had two concert commitments outstanding and we had to
rapidly enter a recruitment process.
Without hesitation our Deputy MD, Noel Aspinall stepped in to rehearse and conduct
our two remaining concerts, something he has never had to do before. Noel
continued to be our MD for the next six months including conducting on the tour to
Northern Ireland in June. We are very grateful to Noel for his time and courage to
step in at such short notice to conduct two very enjoyable concerts.
During this time Ian McDonald, Steve Fenton, Pat Jones and I were established as a
recruitment team and began the recruitment process. It took a long time to establish
the whole process: We interviewed four candidates and all four also came to a
rehearsal to demonstrate their conducting style. Finally taking into consideration the
interviews, the rehearsals, the views of the recruitment team and the whole
committee we chose our preferred candidate. That candidate was Catherine Sweet a
local lady from Addingham, who is a very experienced and respected as MD in
Musical Theatre and teaching singing. We are delighted Cathy accepted the offer to
be our new MD: She is a professional in every sense of the word and we are very
fortunate to have Cathy to steer us towards a bright future where we are disciplined
in performance, appearance and behaviour.
We are in a much better place now than we were and we are on the up, so let us
continue on this path by supporting each other, our accompanists and especially
Cathy who is working hard on our behalf, so let us reciprocate and work hard for
Cathy.
We are also fortunate to have four new men who have earned their red Jackets and
appeared on Stage. So a great welcome and congratulations to;
Tops: Ray Waters
Seconds: Brian Harrison
Baritone: David Whitwell
Basses: Peter Aram and Patrick Johnson
Another major change has been for Pat, our fantastic accompanist for the last four
years. Pat has had to relinquish her role due to foot surgery and Peter Abberton has
stepped in as deputy accompanist on a semi - permanent basis and we are delighted
with his professionalism and the way he and Cathy have established such a good
working relationship. We are also delighted that Pat has started to attend rehearsals
supporting Peter and Cathy. So we are extremely grateful to our music team for their
dedication and hard work.
George Hladowski has done great job in his second year of Office as Concert
Secretary with the help of Charles Sowden selling tickets. They both handled the
onerous task of organising and selling tickets for the Annual Concert magnificently
with the help of both George’s wife Barbara and Eric Parker acting as consultant,
when required throughout the year. Sadly for the choir George has retired from his
role and we hope to have a replacement soon.

So, thanks to the Concert team for an excellent second year.
Thanks also to our President who has provided us with a very valuable tool. Len has
taken over the provision of music via Personal Composer. This is a laborious, time
consuming task requiring great patience and concentration and the Choir is very
grateful for Len’s efforts.
Also David Barraclough continues in the role of publicity Officer and beginning to
play a deputy MD role. So thank you David for your efforts this year and we hope to
see you achieve your aim to be a fully- fledged conductor.
Thanks also to Malcolm Hopkins who has been in charge of other choir garments,
jumpers, ties etc. Malcolm is temporarily unable to sing but attends events and
rehearsals.
Jay and Terry have retired from the roles of Librarian, Terry having become top tenor
rep. They have done a great job in charge of a very smooth machine running the
Music Library. We are fortunate to have Stuart Hardy now running the Music Library
with the support of Patrick Johnson, a new member of the Bass section. Thank you
to them and for Jay and Terry’s past efforts.
We are greatly saddened that Steve Fenton has had to retire for health reasons. He
is hugely respected for his singing, musicianship on several instruments and his droll
wit and bespoke Christmas Cards. One saving grace is that Steve will be available
for cameo performances with our other highly respected retiree John Hirst, who also
had to retire on health grounds. We shall miss them both.
Similarly it is with great regret the Norman Hudson and Allan Hainsworth have had to
retire on health grounds, they have both been loyal and valuable choristers and we
wish them well and hope to see them at future concerts.
We have four members on long term sick leave: David Jenkins, Arthur Starkey and
Stephen Parsons. We continue to keep in touch and wish them well for the future.
After 10 years as Stage Manager Richard has retired from that role, doing an
amazing job, recceing venues and planning the logistics for concerts. He has been
ably supported by Bill Pratt who transports and arranges staging. So many thanks to
you both from a grateful choir. Richard will continue to help with Recceing venues
with the support of the Chairman.
We now need to re-think these roles unless someone from the choir can step in and
volunteer.
With the declining health of Ralph Beards he has sadly had to retire leaving the post
of maintaining our stock of Blazers, Trousers and Waistcoats. This is not too onerous
a role, one which Bernard Poulter briefly held, so a volunteer for that job would be
very welcome.
With the exception of Stage Manager and Uniform custodian we are less vulnerable
now in running the choir, where operational aspects are covered. Roy Talbot is doing
a great job on Facebook and Twitter and will take over responsibility for our website.

Organisationally we finally have a fully functioning music committee whose remit is to
address all aspects of repertoire, soloists and comperes. This has the significant
advantage of democratising the way forward which will be able to take account of the
views of choir members. This committee is chaired by Peter Heady, committee
members are Ian McDonald (Sec), Cathy Sweet (MD), Pat Jones, David
Barraclough, Tim Bastow and Peter Abberton,
We had a really enjoyable tour to Northern Ireland where we brought excellent
weather once again. This is a key feature of our tours! Ian McDonald organised the
whole tour with enjoyable excursions to the Giant’s Causeway (where we had a sing
at the visitor centre) a sing out at Carrick Fergus on the return journey and the
Titanic Exhibition Centre in Belfast, topped off by a concert in Belfast Cathedral.
Thanks to Ian, George, Pat and Noel for their organisational efforts.
A recruitment sub-committee was convened and its main conclusion is to adopt an
alternative uniform of black shirts and trousers to wear at less formal concerts. We
have yet to finalise a tie design if and when we wear a tie with the black uniform.
Events where we wear these can be at fetes, pubs, and various similar places. We
have started to perform at these when we sang at Skipton Craft Market, Booths and
the Airdale Heifer in December.
Through the year we raised £ £4,190.00 for various charities and other good causes,
£7,252 for the choir and £496 from CD and DVD Sales, thanks to Martin and Carol
Winterton for the latter – an excellent result all round.
We also raised £1,068 from John Kelly’s dedicated work running the weekly bonus
ball raffle. So thank you John.
This year the ladies group have raised £2052.94, an increase on last year – another
good result so thanks to a dedicated team and in particular to the leadership of Janet
Bastow, supported by husband Tim. Talking of Tim, he does a fantastic job as our inhouse printer, producing music, programmes, and laminated allsorts. This is a back
office job, not visible to us except for the end results, so well done and thank you
Tim.
This year we had our usual Annual Dinner at Bingly St Ives Golf club, with Ian’s son
playing piano and a hilarious speech from John Hirst about the rigours of running
Lingerie Departments in M&S. Thanks to Eric Stowe, David Jenkins and Ian for
organising the evening.
Thanks too to Ian and Colin for organising the Christmas Lunch at the newly
refurbished Longashes Pub/Hotel at Threshfield. The new restaurant provided
delightful surroundings with its format of large round tables, making for excellent
conversation and good food and service.
Peter Abberton received his 10 year service badge whose service as accompanist
and top tenor singer has been greatly appreciated.
We continue to receive a large number of favourable comments from audiences both
by letter, e-mail and directly to choristers at the concert venues. These comments
come not just as a result of our choir singing. Our soloists provide variety in vocal

and instrumental music and humour and they are to be congratulated for their
performances.
Bookings for 2018 are healthy. If we are approached at short notice for our services
we will invoke the six week rule this being the notice period needed to ensure we can
field a decent size choir.
Opportunity Knocks evening was this year held back at Steeton Chapel, it was a
great success and great fun. Thanks to Pat, Tim and Ian for organising it and Peter
for accompanying the artistes. There were some really average, I mean excellent
performances from choir members.
The Choir remains financially healthy and as you will see from the Hon Treasurer’s
report. John Dowlan continues to do a fantastic job, bringing detailed oversight,
recommendations and regular reports. Well done John and thank you.
We are saddened at the loss of John Armitage, who suffered for so long whilst still
attending rehearsals and concerts.
As regards comperes we have had the benefit of Peter Heady and Harry Kennedy
bringing their talents to the list of available comperes a great job well done and may
it continue.
I would like to thank Cathy, Pat and Peter supported by Noel, for their hard work and
Ian McDonald for his third year in Office as Hon Secretary and production of Steeton
Chimes: his obvious energy and unflappability, has been, and will continue to be a
great asset to the Choir.
So, thank you all for turning out on many occasions throughout the year, without you
there would be no choir. And thank you for your support to me during 2017. Here’s to
a successful 2018, when we will see new variations of performances and rehearsals
and plan for a mini tour to Whitby in July 20th -22nd.
David Borley
Chairman SMVC
29 January 2018
p.s. We learnt today that John Houston has decided to resign from the choir on
health grounds after a protracted absence. We wish him well and thank him for his
efforts over the years.

Musical Director’s Report 2017 - Cathy
Well Gentlemen and Ladies?
This is a first for me! I’ve never addressed an AGM of any sort before and I can add
it to the lists of firsts that seem to be growing daily!
I find it hard to believe this time last year, we hadn’t even met! And it was just over a
year since David B rang me to ask if I would be interested in being considered to be
MD for the prestigious SMVC! Me? Little old me!! As you will all know, my
background is musical theatre and not choral but it is musical and for the first time in
a long time, I felt a spark of interest in trying something new and different. Something
that I could be more creative with and thanks to you gentlemen here I am one year
on.
Before I go on to set out a few of my ideas, I would like to say a few thank yous.
Firstly to Noel. A job taken on admirably when the choir was in flux and you needed
a steady hand to keep things going! I know you will all agree with me and thank him
most sincerely. I too thank him for his most generous spirit and support!
Secondly, Pat. Thank you Pat for your guidance, kindness, support and for being my
sounding board when I’ve been scared witless that I thought I would not live up to
the job. I can’t tell you how much it means to me.
Peter, for stepping in when Pat was unable to play due to her operation. I thank you
for your help and support.
Finally, to David Borley for asking me to audition and believing in me. And finally you
gentlemen for being so welcoming and taking a leap into the unknown.
I know the journey this past year has been unsettling but, I believe we can make this
choir great again! A number of years ago, SMVC came to sing for my children at
Addingham Primary School. David Borley was there and my dear friend Terry
Egglestone. Len was compare. Steeton was renowned. You were brilliant and the
children loved it. I thought wow! What a magnificent sound! I’d like us to be there
again!
Times move on and we must reinvent ourselves a little. We are competing with an
ever growing community and Rock choirs and we can’t rest on our laurels and think
that previous success will carry us through. I think we have made a good start, and
word will get around that we are moving the boundaries.
I feel that many of you have a new belief in yourselves and the atmosphere is one of
enjoyment rather than slog. This year’s repertoire is varied and we need to be a
united front on this. I won’t add too many new numbers but we must modernise our
material to bring ourselves up with newer establishing choirs. There is a wealth of
material in our library that we can also revisit and revitalise. We need to attract more
members and hopefully, when word gets around, our changing repertoire and
manner will make this possible. We need a more modern approach- pinch other
people’s ideas-The way we dress, how we conduct ourselves as a choir unite before,
during and after concerts. We need to take ourselves seriously when performing and
not assume our previous successes will always carry us through.
I am still learning the ropes and almost weekly, realise I don’t know stuff. Please be
patient, tell your supporters to keep on supporting. Rome wasn’t built in a day and I
won’t always be able to please everyone. We will get there and please be under no
illusion, I am passionate about what I do and how we do it. I like us to be disciplined,
have self- belief and confidence and we will show others just what a great choir
Steeton is!
I endeavour to do my very best in the future for the choir, your choir, my choir!
Thank you!

Noel’s Musical Director’s Report.
In light of his conducting duties for a considerable period of the year Noel Aspinall
gave a report of the choir musical activities.
Sun March 5th – concert with opus 44 – despite poor acoustics SMVC sang well
giving a relaxed, professional performance.
Sun March 26th – Cliffe Castle – an ‘expermental’ free concert – the audience
feedback was that it had been enjoyed – we sang well and it was a good way of
promoting the choir
Noel noted that both these concerts had been on a Sunday and with a good turnout
of 45 – despite one of them being Mother’s Day. He raised concerns about the
turnout on a further Sunday (Huddersfield Town Hall) and felt the reasons for non
attendance at this event did not square with the other 2 Sunday concerts i.e. family
day / church etc
Sat April 8th at Long Ashes with James Garvey – an excellent performance in a
relaxed setting and the enjoyment of the evening was reflected in the performance.
Sat April 29th ; Skipton, Christ Church. After concerns about an audience the church
was packed and the combination of the great acoustics and fine soloist made this an
uplifting occasion.
Sat May 6th Shelf – a disappointingly small audience which impacted on the choir
performance. This concert reinforced the need to ensure we will get an audience if
we are to perform in any future concerts.
Sat May 20th – Ilkley St Margaret’s with Backworth choir – another good
performance with good acoustics. Disappointment being the lack of an ‘afterglow’
from SMVC – something that needs to be addressed.
Sat June 3rd – York wedding – given the difficult positioning of the choir SMVC sang
well. Noel presumes that a previous decision only to sing at weddings with a direct
link to the choir had been altered. He feels we need to sing at weddings like this to
promote the choir and raise funds. The pub sing afterwards reflected well on the
camaraderie of the choir.
Northern Ireland Tour – Noel expressed concerns about the low choir numbers
(only 40+) – he queried whether this is age/insurance related, or cost. He would
hope the choir is able to take to 50-55 for this year’s short tour. Noel reminded the
choir of the savings scheme in operation and encouraged people to take advantage
of it.
Ballyclare concert – felt the choir overcame the difficulties of theatre singing with
microphones and the Yorkshire backdrop made him feel very proud of SMVC.
Giant’s Causeway sing – struggled against the background noise but comments
were very positive. At the opportunity knocks evening we ‘discovered’ a fine baritone
soloist – Ken Rainford!!
Sunday – Belfast Cathedral – he felt our performance was a reflection of tiredness
and felt we should do less concerts on tours with a day off to relax.
Sat July 8th – concert with Chordiality at Bradford Grammar School – Noel felt the
previous joint practice was enough and the afternoon and evening was too long and
was reflected in our performance.
Finally he referred to Fri June 30th – Bolton Abbey – after concerns about
‘Sanctus’ it was a ‘beautiful’ rendition as was the whole concert and comments were
made about it being the best concert for years – the ‘Lord’s Prayer’ was especially
good – with excellent dynamics – very moving.
He thanked everyone for their support, especially Pat, Peter and David – and
appealed for them all to continue in that support for Cathy

Report from Male Choir Conference – Peterborough 2018
1. The Modern Male Choir
I will summarise what he said, but I cannot say I agree with everything. His choir is
very young compared to most others, and he regularly culls the choir. For example
you must attend 80% of all rehearsals, you must help with leafletting, distributing
posters etc.
Priorities should be
 Development
 Music
 Singing
Instead we are Pale, Male and Stale
MDs
Not paid enough
Do not have enough control – ditch the music committee (his words not mine)
Ensure an ongoing professional development of the MD
Uniforms
Very outdated – ditch the blazers (again his words). Use suits from the high street –
they will fit better, be cheaper, easier to re-source, and will not frighten a younger
potential recruit. (At least we have started on this road)
Repertoire
Modernise – get away from conservatism.
Look at what other choirs are doing, for example Peterborough, Bournemouth,
Vancouver, American collegiate choirs. Use the online choral library
(I believe we are improving our repertoire thanks to Cathy, and this can only be a
gradual process)
Other Points
The leadership group should have continual training.
At rehearsals 5 or 10 minutes should be set aside for training those who do not read
music as well as others. (I am keen on this. Chatting with an MD in a break he
mentioned terms like ‘staccato’, ‘marcato’, and I had no idea what he was talking
about). Part of our recruitment message should be that we teach music literacy.
There should be more celebrating our MD on the choir’s web site – one for me!
We should always refer to music and singing on Facebook, not so much venues and
when and where
It should be decided what the purpose of a tour is. A coach tour with singing tacked
on, or a singing opportunity. If the latter do not take partners!
Most venues are pale male and stale!
Similarly afterglows, Need to change to attract new members

2. Project Based Recruitment
Again this is my summary of what was said, and although it certainly works for
Peterborough, it would require a great deal of effort to work for us.
For the last 3 years Peterborough have run a project which is essentially to get
together a group of men and boys to perform a one off concert to raise money for a
specific charity. The group has been of all ages from teenagers to 70 and 80 year
olds. Their aim is to get 60 in the group and to do that they reckon they should start
with around 80 men so as to allow for people dropping out as the project develops.
The project lasts for 3 months once the group has been brought together and the
work and support required for the singers in that 3 months is considerable, and of
course before the group is brought together there is a lot of work to do in getting the
message out there.
For a successful recruitment campaign:
 Make it more about the charity than the singing
 Don’t mention the word choir!
 Target non-singers/beginners
 No audition
 Limited time commitment
 Limited numbers
 Personal challenge
 Low Cost
The cost of the project should be self-costing. The members of the group should be
charged a small amount and then other costs should be recouped from the concert
before the remainder is given to the charity.
Make the charity either a local one or a well-known national one
To make the project attract singers there should be
 Press coverage
 Leafleting – every member of Peterborough Choir has to deliver a certain
number of leaflets
 Exit-Flyers – at sports events, supermarkets, shopping centres
 Workplace visits
 Roadside banners
 Posters and flyers distributed by choir members
 Flyers via schools’ Parentmail and school book bags
 Social Media
 Beer Mats
For Peterborough to get 60 men signed up it took:
 200 hours of leafleting
 10 workplace visits
 50,000 A5 flyers
 2000 A4 posters
 20 roadside banners
 20 pull-up banners
 10,000 beer mats





Facebook reach of 45,000+
Blanket coverage in the local press
60+ office hours

Costs:
 Advertising
 Hire of promotional venues
 Printing promotional materials
 Hire of venue/staff for launch events
 Hire of venue/staff for rehearsals
 Printing music for the project
 Hire of concert venue/staff
 Printing concert programme
 Admin
To encourage the singers and build a strong team:
 Pub
 Socials
 Section managers
 Mentors
 Repertoire
 Practice tracks
 Patience!
The aim of the project is to keep the best men and develop them into the full choir.
Peterborough usually get 6 to 10 people coming through from the project.
The aim should be to recruit men of age 20 years younger than the average age of
the choir. Young lads, although good for the project would not really want to join a
group of old men!
Use online donating to get the singers to raise money for the concert and hence the
charity.
The charity should be a highly visible one.
The press coverage should include village magazines and radio
Leafleting should be at stations, supermarkets, DIY shops and younger men should
do the leafleting!
Peterborough think that roadside banners are one of the most effective ways to get
their singers.

3. Questionnaire Results
Average number of choir members
Average age for a choir member
Percentage of choirs participating in competitions
Average number of pieces learnt over a 2 year span
Predicted proportion of repertoire originally composed for men’s
voices
Percentage of choirs that have a recruitment budget
Average recruitment budget
Range of the recruitment budgets
Average number of new members joined over a 2 year span
Percentage of choirs that audition new members
Percentage of choirs that allow partners on tours
Average subscription cost per annum
Percentage of choirs with a sponsor (including sporadic and fulltime sponsors)
Average number of performances per annum
Average audience size
Average audience size discounting the largest and smallest
responses
Range of average audience sizes
Percentage of the MDs that attend 100% of the leadership group
meetings
Percentage of the MDs that participate in professional development
Percentage of MDs with:
No formal music qualifications
General music degree or equivalent
Postgraduate qualification (non-vocal)
Postgraduate qualification (vocal)
Postgraduate qualification in choral conducting
Average annual MD’s fee where a fee was given (including
information from 13 choirs, excluding voluntary posts)
Discounting the largest and smallest responses
Range of MD’s fee
Percentage of choirs where the MD role is voluntary or expenses
only
Percentage of choirs in which the Section Managers’s role can be
described as
Administrative
Governance and leadership
Pastoral
Musical leadership
Musical education
Other

51.5
66.4
38.1%
10.4
65%
42.9%
£1127.78
£150 - £2500
8.8
47.6%
90.5%
£108.52
23.8%
7.4
171
123
40 – 1160
52.4%
57.1%
20%
35%
15%
10%
20%
£3347
£3190
£450 - £7500
23.1%

65%
60%
35%
35%
5%
10%

STEETON LADIES GROUP
The Ladies Group worked very hard last year with numerous raffles and a very successful
coffee morning. Altogether we raised a magnificent £2053 for choir funds.
We had a very enjoyable lunch in January at the Dog and Gun, where we had a good
planning meeting ready for this year’s events.
Our 2018 year of fund raising began with a coffee morning on a very snowy Saturday
morning on March 17th in Cullingworth. Unfortunately we only raised £345 - half of what we
raised last year, but it was still a very good amount in view of the foul weather. We were a
little disappointed with the lack of support from choir members on the day, but the dedicated
core of Cullingworth ladies and men certainly prevented the event from being a flop.
We are, however, very grateful to all those who did come on the day, and to all those who
were unable to attend but sent donations to sell on the stalls. Pat did an excellent job selling
left over cakes at choir rehearsal, so thank you to those who supported us in that way.
We really missed Ralph this year, who sold £141 worth of coffee tickets last year to everyone
he met! Thanks Ralph for all your contributions.
Our numbers in the ladies Group have dwindled recently due to death or ill health of the
ladies or their partners.
We would like to remember Margaret Walton, Tony Robinson’s very dear friend, who died in
March. Margaret was there at every occasion and was always ready to muck in and do
whatever was needed. She enjoyed being part of the choir and enjoyed all the choir trips. We
send our love and thoughts to Tony.
We would like to say a special thank you through this newsletter to Ralph and Maureen
Beards. Maureen has been a member of the ladies group for many years and has been a
willing and loyal helper. Ralph was our ‘Liaison Officer’ whenever we needed to use
Cullingworth church and indeed the Village Hall. Maureen has been unable to attend
meetings recently as she has needed to spend time with Ralph.
Another stalwart member of our group is Wendy Wardell, but unfortunately Wendy had a fall
and broke her pelvis, so she has been out of action for some time. Wendy has been part of the
group for many years and is another reliable and committed member. We look forward to
seeing her back with us very soon.
We would also like to remember Marlene Sharkey at this sad time for her and her family.
Marlene is a whiz with any of our catering needs, and selling raffle tickets, and in fact, in the
last 18 months the raffle seems to have become Marlene’s baby!
We send our love and thoughts to Maureen, Marlene and Wendy and hope we see them back
in our midst very soon.
This coming year, we have 6 more opportunities to have a raffle, which brings in quite a lot
of money for choir funds. The raffle at Bingley, which was only a small venue with a limited
audience, raised £91 for choir funds. We are needing more raffle prizes, please. I have plenty
room in my spare bedroom so if you would give them to Tim or any member of the ladies
group we would be very grateful.
If any lady would like to join our group, we meet on the 3rd Monday of every month at the
Steeton Hall Hotel, where you will be made most welcome.
Janet Bastow and the SMVC Ladies

Review of the Bingley Concert March 25th 2018
Charlotte Talbot
Although having been warned straight away in the programme that the choir would
be dressed in ‘casual mode’, I was thrilled to see them in the new uniforms and
thought they were anything but casual. To my eye, they looked much smarter and
more engaging than previously (and, dare I say, less drab), and definitely more
modern. Rather than looking like a group of coach drivers from my childhood, they
now looked like the choirs you see on TV. Appropriately for the time of year, a new
look definitely helped spring new life into the choir.
This was the first concert I had seen since Cathy had joined as the new musical
director. I thought she was wonderful, and had definitely jollied the choir up! Smiling
faces and a jovial atmosphere was a delight! I also enjoyed the new dynamic of
having four compares, a different one for each section of the performance. Tim,
David, Harry and Peter each brought their own wonderful senses of humour and
switching around left an impression of a team spirit in the choir.
Now onto what we were there for, the music. The choir started with a fun round to
warm up with. “This Train” was a great upbeat start to the concert, setting the mood
and entertaining for the audience with all the different parts to listen too - which were
each very clear despite everything going on together.
“Hey Look Me Over” followed enthusiastically, which we were told was from a 1960’s
musical called Wildcat. With a change of tone, another 1960’s musical hit, “The
Impossible Dream”, from The Man From La Mancha, showed off the choir’s ability to
hold the powerful end notes. The final song of this first section was “Fields of Gold”,
one of Sting’s big hits - and a song I knew! I enjoyed hearing the choir sing
something I could sing along with in my head, as it isn’t often I am familiar with their
songs.
Four solos followed, sung by Stephanie Hladowski. It was wonderful watching
George in the bass section (her father) beam with pride! Stephanie had a beautiful
voice that contrasted wonderfully with the deep male voices we had just heard filling
the hall. She began with “I’m the Lonesomest Gal In Town”, a fantastic jazz piece
that conjured images of a 1940’s speakeasy. Three folk songs followed - “I’m
Through With Love”, “Silver Dagger” and “In The Month of January”. Each was
beautifully melancholic and really suited Stephanie’s voice.
The first half of the concert was finished with two more songs by the choir. “You
Raise Me Up” - another hit I knew - saw a change in arrangement with the main choir
complementing a quartet consisting of Philip Wright, Harry Kennedy, John Dowlan
and Stuart Hardy. It worked really well, and had they just have been perched on
stools, Steeton could have had it’s very own boy band. Ending the first half with

“Calan Lan” left the audience ready for more in the second half, really showing how
much the choir were enjoying themselves!

After the interval, Peter joined the excellent Pat on the piano for “Rhythm of Life”
from Sammy D Jnr’s Sweet Charity. Wonderfully jolly and ridiculously quick (I don’t
know how they can get their mouths around so many words so quickly!) it restarted
the joyful evening well.
Two more musical numbers were up next. “Bring Him Home” from Les Miserables
allowed the choir to slow down and soften a little first. Although, perhaps fortunately,
none of the choir braved roller skates for this piece, “Starlight Express” brought the
feel of the musical to the hall. Ken took the solo on this, with his exceptional, strong
voice shining through from the choir. He really got you to feel ‘Rusty’s’ inspiration.
Finally, “Let It Be Me”, slowed the pace again ready for Stephanie to perform.
Continuing with the folk theme, Stephanie started with a piece about two brothers at
war. “The Pretty Ploughboy” came next followed by the equally melancholic “Flash
Company”. Each one , although sad, sounded beautiful. She finished her set with the
more upbeat “Happy and Delightful”, and invited us to join in if we wished. The choir
quickly took Stephanie up on the offer for a very happy and delightful end to this
section!
For the final section of the concert, the Choir started with “Anthem” and then
“Rachie”, bringing to life a hymn over 100 years old. “I Believe” was a spectacular
show of the Choir’s repertoire, with a powerful build up of sound and emotion. As the
evening drew to an end, Highland Cathedral left us to remember a strong finale.

Joint Concert with The Clark Community Choir
Christ Church, Skipton 7th April
This turned out to be a great evening despite a very disappointing audience in
Skipton where we usually get good support. There was some confusion about start
times in the church website which may not have helped. The local folk don’t know
what they missed.
This was a concert of contrasting styles, to say the least, but it worked wonderfully.
You generally know what you are getting with SMVC but The Clark Community Choir
are a different outfit altogether. It is a community choir in every aspect of what they
do. Although predominantly female singers there are some males – I use the
terminology advisably as the age range is 7 years to 90 years. They do not pretend
to be a polished choir. It is community coming together for social engagement and
enjoyment of which singing is a key part. Their motto is ‘Generations singing
together’. They rehearse once every two weeks, use backing tracks (which worked
remarkably well) and learn without music. They don’t pay to sing nor charge for their
concerts but use grant funding to support the organisation and raise funds for
charities – on this occasion even our local hospice! I do have to say they looked very
good in black! I thought the red ties with the black shirts give us food for thought.
The preconcert joint rehearsing was an experience in itself. We ran through ‘Rhythm
of Life’ which they really enjoyed – at a pace they were not used to. Cathy led that
one. The we ran through ‘Highland Cathedral’, led by Kirsty Robertson their
conductor, starting with two voices and building really well to a great sound. They
were blown away by our input and several were reduced to tears. It did sound great
and set the tone for the rest of the evening.
The concert opened with the joint ‘Rhythm of Life’. Given we had sung it together just
once before it was a remarkably good and lively start.
Our first set went really well with ‘Impossible Dream’ drawing vociferous approval
from our guests with clapping and whoops. ‘Fields of Gold’ was much more solid and
‘You Raise Me Up’ was also very well received. David Barraclough slotted in a solo
rendition of ‘Some Enchanted Evening’ which was performed in the real sense of the
word – he told the story and sang with feeling and his usual control and quality.
Our guests first set was a great mix of generally more modern pieces and sung with
great enthusiasm and very evident enjoyment. They even included a bit of musical
theatre with a gang of them dressing up as nuns for ‘I Will follow Him’ – it was great
fun and I have never seen a nun in bright red shiny shoes before! ‘One Moment in
Time’ was particularly moving and done with a supporting visual display. I really
enjoyed their rendition of ‘Hallelujah’ and perhaps we could look at it again with
Cathy putting fresh interpretation on it. They really showed us how to perform
‘Something Inside So Strong’. It was done with physical rhythm and a real sense of
what the song is about. The message for us is to abandon the music and live the
piece – it can be done!
The second half followed a similar pattern. Our warm up ‘This Train’ involving the
audience got things off to a lively start. ‘Bring Him Home’ was possible the best and
most moving rendition SMVC have managed. We showed off the classic MVC sound
with ‘Rachie’ and again our guests expressed their appreciation. One of the best
moments for me was in ‘Starlight Express’. When Ken Rainford came out of the
ranks as our soloist there was a group of young folk on the front row who looked
perplexed. They were clearly wondering what was going on and were being slightly
ageist. When Ken started up their faces were a treat. Their jaws dropped – and I am
not surprised. Ken was a star – definitely the best he has ever sung it – power and
control personified. It was a great number.

Our guests second set was a great mix of modern and modern interpretations of
some more traditional songs. ‘Wild Mountain Thyme’ is a lovely folk melody and they
did it proud. Their interpretation of the Proclaimers ‘Life With You’ had me wanting to
watch Sunshine on Leith again – if you haven’t seen it I would recommend you do.
We finished off with ‘Highland Cathedral’ which, even if not as an emotional rendition
as at the rehearsal, went down really well with the audience.
By any measure it was great concert.
During the evening at the church it was apparent that The Clark Community Choir
are a great crowd – friendly, bursting with enthusiasm and just great fun. This
continued into our all too brief afterglow at the Rendezvous Hotel. We retired there
for nibbles and drinks and some further fun. It was really great to have Jay and his
niece (from our guest choir) perform a duet. We had the usual mix of each choir
entertaining the other and some communal stuff led by Peter Taylor on his guitar – a
special thanks to him.
Out guests are really keen we return the visit – I think it is a plan!
Ian McDonald

SMVC Choir Mini-tour to North Yorkshire July 20th – 22nd 2018
Itinerary:
Friday 20th : Depart 9.00 pm. Car parking still to be arranged – we no longer have
access to our usual Millennium spot.
We will in all likelihood travel to Fountains Abbey or something similar for a day out
before continuing to Middlesbrough’s Blue Bell Hotel for approximately 4.00 pm.
Check in and change etc
We are singing at Middlesbrough Town Hall with the Middlesbrough Community
Choir. Concert to start at 7.30 pm (TBC) and we will need a joint rehearsal before it
starts. I believe our host choir are planning a buffet. Last time we sang with them it
was after the concert in the Town Hall crypt where we also held an afterglow.
Saturday : 45 minute drive to Whitby for a day’s leisure of your own choosing.
We have a joint concert with the Dalesmen Singers at St. Hedda’s Church in Egton
Bridge which is a short drive from Whitby. They are planning to feed us.
Depart time from Whitby TBC – depends on eating arrangements.
Will need to check on changing facilities for the concert.
The concert is at 7.00 pm and again we will need a joint rehearsal before the
concert. Timings of food etc are to be confirmed.
Return to hotel – a shortish drive from Egton Bridge.
Sunday : a leisurely return trip to Steeton planning to get back at tea time. Details of
our tourist activity for the day are to be confirmed.
Rooms have been booked at the hotel for £40 per night B and B.

Pen Portrait :

Patrick Johnson (bass)

I was a wartime baby [no, not the Boer War] born in Leeds to parents originally from
County Durham who had come down to Yorkshire in the late 1930s. My younger
days were spent in Wortley and Armley and I attended West Leeds High School.
On leaving school I found myself joining the West Riding Constabulary as a Police
Cadet. On reaching nineteen years of age I was attested as a Police Constable and
posted initially to Happy Valley, or Sowerby Bridge as we knew it.
I did my two years on the beat and then found myself in admin posts until promoted
in 1970 when I returned to ordinary outside police duties at South Elmsall, Garforth
and Millgarth in the centre of Leeds. At various times during these postings I was
drawn into Headquarters to work on special projects. It was during my time at
Garforth that I began to take an interest in the Police Federation and within a short
time was elected to its National Executive. From 1981 to 1986 I was the National
Deputy Secretary of the Police Federation; receiving an award in the Queen’s New
Years Honours List for ‘Services to the Police’.
For the last three years of my service I was appointed as an Assistant Staff Officer to
the then Chief Constable, Colin Sampson [later Sir Colin], in which capacity I would
write his speeches and prepare papers for him in his twin roles as an adviser to the
Association of Metropolitan Authorities as well as Chairman of the Association of
Chief Police Officer’s Crime Committee. An interesting side line to the role was
being involved with Royal Visits.
On retiring I found a position as Secretary to the British Shooting Sports Council – an
umbrella organisation comprising representatives of major lawful shooting
associations. The Council was essentially the political end of lawful shooting and
much of my work was dealing with civil servants in the Home Office or at Brussels as
well as liaison with representatives of the Association of Chief Officers of Police. It
even led to giving evidence to two Home Affairs Select Committees – not altogether
pleasant occasions.
As the Council was a founding member of an international organisation I had the
privilege of attending meetings in such places as Washington, Rome, Nuremberg,
Stockholm, Cape Town and Sydney. A highlight was addressing a conference at the
United Nations in New York.

During both careers I met some interesting people including Ministers of State,
heads of organisations outside the police sphere, Back Bench MPs and even Prince
Philip on two occasions.
But everything was to come to an end on reaching retirement age as that was the
agreement with my wife – although she missed the trips and friends we had made
abroad on our journeys.

From Malcolm Hopkins:
Q.

Where do you weigh a pie?

A.

Somewhere over the rainbow.

(Takes a bit of thinking about, that one!)

‘Tension in the Tabernacle affecting the Rhythm of Life’

Mike Hopkinson Bass pp

I mentioned in a previous article that I would return to the subject of the visits of
famous Welsh Male Voice choirs to Yorkshire and in particular the time when ‘We
nearly filled St Georges Hall’ and then ‘Beat Morriston at their own game in Wales’.
Now seems to be a good time so here goes:
The visit of Morriston Orpheus had taken years to plan and as they were then one of
the most famous Male Voice Choirs in the Country at the time with an international
reputation, nearly all of the 1800 tickets available were sold. The night was
memorable and best summed up by contemporary accounts from the time (Steeton
Chimes May 1992 LW). The return visit was reported - (Chimes Jan 1994 ‘E.D.B’
(The Brazier’s) and Bill Miles (Craven Herald Nov 93.)
‘Then it was the turn of Morriston Orpheus. From the first, their apparently effortless
production of a full, rich round tone captivated us. Their beautiful rendering of
‘Llanfair’ in the first half of the concert, and particularly ’Balm in Gilead’ left us nearly
in tears. The pieces they sang were mostly very simple, but delivered with a
perfection we can only envy, and must strive to achieve’…..’For me the high point of
the evening was when we were privileged to join with Moriston Orpheus and sing
‘Morte Christe’ .. with their Musical Director Alwyn Humphreys.’ ‘And how did
Steeton do in comparison to this world-famous choir? ..One of our supporters said
they had never heard ‘Sanctus’ sung so beautifully. This was confirmed after the
concert by one of the Morriston men who picked out that piece as his favourite of the
evening. This was an exceptional evening followed by a Civic Reception in the City
Hall.
Our return visit had also taken years to plan, three coachloads containing singers
and supporters set off at 8am on the 6th November 1993 for the Tabernacle Chapel
in Morriston with a capacity audience of 1000. Morriston had about 100 singers and
we fielded 70. The return trip was memorable with headlines such as ‘Men’s choir
casts a spell over Welsh audience’ and ‘We wowed them in Wales’. It was however
also slightly disappointing, as although the friendship and welcome was warm and
the night described ‘as one of the most entertaining nights of music we have heard
for a long time’ / ‘ I was spellbound at the visitors lovely sound’ the conditions for
our singing were not good. Bill Miles writes ‘’ The Steeton men were at a
disadvantage in the Victorian Church, with its sloping balcony. The Welshmen were
placed more centrally, with the Yorkshiremen set off at one side- not the way one

would expect to treat guests.” It was exceptionally difficult and things came to a
head when ‘the conductor of Morriston introduced a competitive note. He boasted
that their record for Rhythm of Life was 3 minutes and 8 seconds.’ (The copy has
performance time as 3.30 and we had recorded it at 3.25). Not to be deterred our
Conductor John Smith set off at a ‘melodious’ but breakneck speed in an attempt to
put matters to rights. This was the era of the ‘Sinclair black digital watches’ and I had
just bought a similar one with a stopwatch. I pushed the button when we started and
again at the end – Leaning over the balcony I shouted at the top of my voice ‘Two
minutes 56.4 seconds’. Job done!

Also from Mike:
Don’t forget it’s Wednesday Grandad: ‘Ilkley’ - A personal reflection from the film
Chorus.

I was taking my Granddaughter Evie to school last month on a Monday morning, she
is 6 going on 7 and acted as my voice coach for all of the 12 Cues we had to learn
for our role as ‘The Greek Chorus’ for the film Ilkley. This was a role she took
seriously, sitting down with my mobile phone music files checking the introductory
clicks, my pronunciation and facial expression against the music and words. When I
waved her goodbye at school she asked me what Cue I was singing today, I
answered ‘number 7’ – ‘Don’t forget it’s Wednesday she called out’! You would have
to have been part of the chorus to appreciate this insight.
Little did we realise when we started just what would be involved. We naively
thought we would be singing a few English Folksongs or voicing over our recordings
of these songs in outdoor and indoor settings. The learning curve was steep, we had
initially misunderstood our role in the two practice days but came to realise that on
set we were more actors than singers having to work precisely to convey the films
message and tone from scene to scene. At times it was exhausting and we
sometimes worked at to the limits of endurance. One scene was repeated so many
times that makeup ran out of blood and the lead actor very nearly collapsed. The
film MD had explained that it would be shot at 28 frames per second and that splitsecond timing would be necessary. It soon became clear that we had to be good
singers in order to succeed, I doubt even the best of actors could have worked
together to achieve this without singing experience.

We learnt to respect the talents of some famous actors and they have been well
reported in the press. Our main involvement however was with ‘The two Hapless
Evangelist’ seen above, both well respected in their own right but less well reported.
Harry Melling ( known for Dudley Dursley in Harry Potter) as Tim proved inept with a
gun but Tom Brooke (Acted in Sherlock and many other films) as Vic made up for it
by packing a mean punch - just 2 of the 86 actors in the cast! All of the Steeton
Chorus members are individually recognised in the IMDb cast list. This attention to
individual detail has been a constant feature of the filming process with all the crew
in particular taking the trouble to learn our names. I don’t think the actors or the crew
knew how to react to us at first- there were lots of us always in the way and needing
constant attention to our hair, trousers and ties. Bemused sums up my thought on
some initial responses. Then something strange happened; as we began to
understand our role so did members of the cast and crew and tolerance turned to
understanding then respect and eventually genuine affection, a process I will always
remember. Harry Michell the Director always had faith in the idea against initial
apprehension from colleagues but I think even he was impressed when Sir Derek
Jacobi said that he thought ‘The chorus concept was brilliant’.
So what was the personal highlight for me? I enjoyed the whole process of filming
even though the logistics and weather were challenging at times but what made the
most impression was the trouble taken to look after a group of Grandads by some
young and creative professionals. We were treated with respect and understanding
and more importantly as an integral part of their team. This was never more evident
than at the final ‘wrap party’ when we were given an individual gift with an inscription
which was an amazing culmination of the whole experience:
Dear ………….
Just a little momento to
say thank you for all
your hard work & for
brightening up set! It’s
been an absolute joy &
pleasure working with
you.
Much love and appreciation
The ‘Ilkley Team!
The final Chapter: This hasn’t been written yet. There is one more shoot to
complete on ‘a catch up day’ as the last shot was cancelled due to ‘gorillas in the
mist’ on the Cow and Calf Rocks. At the ‘Wrap Party’ we presented the Director with
a signed photo of the Chorus with an inscription which read:

‘TO THE CAST AND CREW OF ‘ILKLEY’ FROM THE MEN OF STEETON
CHORUS’ THANK YOU FOR AN AMAZING FOUR WEEKS
WE LOOK FORWARD TO BEING YOUR GUARD OF HONOUR WHEN YOU
WALK UP THE RED CARPET.
This is a real possibility as is the prospect of the whole choir singing at the end of the
film when the credits are being shown and also at the premier. The only other
precedent for something like this is when Ferndale Choir sang in the blockbuster film
‘Zulu’. I discussed this at length with the Director at the final party and at that time he
was considering two options for the end of the film -SMVC singing ‘Ilkley Moor’ or a
Gospel Choir singing. He wants a profound dramatic ending. If you have seen the
Facebook post you will have seen him religiously following the music for Ilkley moor
and joining in with obvious enjoyment. The arrangement he sang and has kept was
specially composed for the 1987 RAH concert by William Relton – we sent 70
singers to this and sang alongside the famous Brighouse and Rastrick Band. The
band score for this still exists and some of us will be meeting Bill Relton in
Huddersfield in October. We sang the same arrangement on our ‘Thanks for the
Memories’ recording with the piano score. I think Roy has sent this to the Director
and I have asked for the only copy of the band score music to be copied and sent.
Whether we get to sing this arrangement, which meets all of the dramatic
requirements I think is in our hands. If we do nothing there is a real possibility that a
Gospel choir will take our place. We need to make formal very enthusiastic
representations to the correct quarters soon before it’s too late!
Fourth verse “ Dry Stone Walls”:
“ Ilkley crew will stand together through wind or snow or sunny weather.
It’s one to one we stand together - Ilkley Cast and Crew!”
Mike Hopkinson Bass pp
Final word to Evie – We sang three versions of ‘Dashing away with the smoothing
Iron’ all with subtle differences. One day it was Friday, another it was no day at all
but on Monday we sang ‘It was on a Wednesday morning’!

From The Press
From November 2017 Chorister Newsletter:
Research shows that there are physical improvements brought about by singing.
It exercises the lungs, and tones the intercostal muscles and diaphragm; can
improve sleep; improves aerobic capacity, which benefits the heart and circulation,
and decreases muscle tension; improves posture; can improve mental alertness;
opens up sinuses and respiratory tubes; releases pain relieving endorphins; boosts
the immune system and helps fight disease; and can help reduce anger, depression,
and anxiety.
Emotional improvements that singing fosters:
Increases self-esteem and confidence; increases feelings of wellbeing; enhances
mood; reduces stress; is spiritually uplifting; increases positive feelings; encourages
creativity; can be energising; evokes positive emotions; and increases understanding
and empathy between cultures.
Social benefits of singing:
Facilitates meeting new people; brings people together and encourages a sense of
community; offers a forum for fun and laughter; provides support; provides a safe
environment to learn new skills.
Choir singing, previously best known in church is becoming increasingly popular,
boosted by TV programmes such as Gareth Malone’s The Choir which follows the
choirmaster.
While the feel-good effects of singing have long been recognised, there is growing
evidence that it can have a positive impact on a range of physical and psychological
conditions, leading to campaigns for singing on prescription.
In a number of studies experts claimed that joining a choir could improve symptoms
of Parkinson’s, depression and lung disease.
Swedish research has suggested that singing not only increases oxygen levels in the
blood but triggers the release of “happy” hormones such as oxytocin, which is
thought to help lower stress levels and blood pressure.
Previous studies have found that a group of singers actually synchronise their
heartbeats. Further research needs to be carried out to establish why singing in a
group has such powerful effect. At the moment it is speculative, but it could be that
singing in a group gives us something that we have lost as a society.

Overlooked Britain

Navvies Monument, All Saints’
Church, Otley, West Yorkshire
LUCINDA LAMBTON

Grave stones: the memorial to the 23 victims of the Bramhope
Tunnel
As fancy a tunnel as any admirer of 19th-century railway architecture could desire,
the Bramhope Tunnel of 1846, for the Leeds to Thirsk railway at Otley in West
Yorkshire, was also a particular triumph of laborious endeavour.

Building it was dark and dangerous work, with men being lowered in buckets with
candles – their only light by which to work below ground – as deep as 290 feet,
hewing hard sandstone, shale and clay for a full two miles and 243 yards.
Some 2,300 navvies – many of them Irish refugees from the Famine – were
employed, including 188 quarrymen, 102 stone masons, 732 ‘tunnel men’, and
eighteen carpenters; all of them living in the 300 wooden bothies that had been built,
shanty-town-like, for the job. With seventeen men to each little hut, with every bed
being shared in shifts, they slept in fetid air, with the asphyxiating smell of gunpowder
fumes. It was also dangerously wet, with the consequent subsidence and collapsing of
the roofs.
They were grim times. There were seven major faults in the rock, and metal sheeting
had to be used to divert the flooding waters. Between 1845 and 1849, it was reckoned
that 1,563,480,000 gallons had to be pumped out for the worker’s safety. They were
paid £1.50 per week to shovel 20 tons of rock and earth per twelve-hour shift, seven
days a week.
Drunkenness and fighting were such that Jos Midgeley, a railway police
inspector, was hired for £1.25 a week to keep order. Five men died in the first
year, six in the second and, by the time the tunnel was finished, 23 had
perished.
There were so many accidents that Leeds Infirmary arranged for a specially
sprung cart to ferry the injured the seven miles to the hospital. Such though, was the
pride in the finished work, that it was decided to commemorate the victims with a
replica of the tunnel’s northern portal.
There the memorial stands to this day, in nearby Otley, having been extensively
repaired in 1913. It is known as the Navvies Monument, by All Saints’ Parish Church.
Complete with crenellations, towers and turrets, pierced with cruciform arrow
loops, as well as gothic detailing and horseshoe arches, handsomely framed by
bolection molding, the monument celebrates the brave workforce who built the tunnel
– listed Grade 2 – and gives them their full due. All their names have been recorded
to be cheered to this day, together with this inscription:
‘In memory of the unfortunate men who lost their lives while engaged in the
construction of the Bramhope Tunnel of the Leeds and Thirsk Railway from 1845 to
1849.
This tomb is erected as a memorial at the expense of James Bray Esq., the
contractor and of the agents, sub-contractors and workers employed thereon.’
Two tall sighting towers were created, from which the engineers could see that
the railway line was true, as well as twenty squat towers for the circular air shafts.
All built of stone, they must have pleasingly added to the architectural landscape.
William Rhodes was the landowner, whose likeness, with a kiss curl and muttonchop whiskers, is carved on the keystone to the tunnel itself, surveying his
contribution to Britain’s railway architecture. Sadly, he has not been replicated on
the memorial.
Originally estimated to cost £800,000, the final bill for the tunnel was £2,150,313,
£182,000,000 today.
A delightful detail that has nothing whatsoever to do with the memorial is that John
Wesley, founder of Methodism, buried his horse in this graveyard.
Courtesy of The Oldie March 2018 and Lucinda Lambton

From the Telegraph Thursday 5th April 2018
Thanks to Eric Stow
For more than 60 years, the Derbyshire Constabulary Male Voice Choir has
represented the force at events across the country, raising thousands of pounds for
charity. But now its members, made up of civilians who wear police tunics at live
performances, claim they are ‘no longer wanted’.
Their refusal to accept female members, a request in a gender equality drive by the
force, has resulted in an end to the association.
Derbyshire Chief Constable Peter Goodman says he can ‘no longer support’ the
organisation, and revoked authorisation for the choir to use ‘Derbyshire
Constabulary’ in its name. It has left many of its members ‘heartbroken’ and
believing they are victims of ‘political correctness’.
From June the choir will change its name to the Derbyshire Community Male Voice
Choir, in a move that members say is ‘bloody nonsense’.
Chairman Kevin Griffiths said the change of name is the result of the constabulary’s
drive to promote gender equality in all aspects of its operations and that the choir felt
‘unable to accept’ Chief Con Goodman’s suggestion.
One choir member said: “For 62 years this choir has done nothing but good work for
the force and charities, but now we are being told the police don’t want to be
associated with us…it’s hard after all these years being told you’re no longer wanted.
We’ve never hidden the fact we’re a male voice choir. It’s just a nonsense.”
Mr Griffiths said: “We fully understand the rationale behind Mr Goodman’s decision.
However, after considering the logistics and difficulties of undertaking such a
transformation, we felt unable to accept his invitation. To undertake such a change
would have required the recruitment of up to 50 new female members with a host of
associated costs. To attempt such a change would have destroyed the choir and [it
was thought] it was better to sever our association with the constabulary and
continue the good work we do under a new name.”
Mr Griffiths said the choir would acquire new clothing and seek to create a ‘more
contemporary’ image for their forthcoming concert season, but there is a lot of
outrage at the force’s decision.
“Members were heartbroken and devastated. Some feel we have been the victims of
political correctness,” he said.
Since its formation in 1956, the choir has raised in the region of £750,000 for local
good causes. Chief Con Goodman said: “We are an equal opportunities employer
and we are committed to having an organisation where there are no enclaves where
people from different backgrounds cannot go.
“We need to represent our communities in every aspect of our public presence.
Having a male voice choir representing the organisation is incompatible with this,
especially as there are no members of the3 choir who are employed by or who
volunteer with us. I wish them all the very best for the future”.

Moustacheers
We Four Moustacheers would like to thank all those choir members who so generously
supported our moustache growing efforts throughout the month of November. The final
donation to "Movember" to help in the fight against Prostate Cancer and
Suicides amongst young men amounted to an impressive £467.70. That being so, it matters
not a jot that mostly our taches
could best be described as puny. As the saying goes, what is really meaningful is the taking
part, not the result!
Peter Headey, Phil Kirtley, Arthur Sharkey and Ron Horne

C, E-flat and G go into a bar. The bartender says, "sorry, but we don’t serve minors."
So E-flat leaves, and C and G have an open fifth between them. After a few drinks,
the fifth is diminished and G is out flat.
F comes in and tries to augment the situation, but is not sharp enough.
D comes in and heads for the bathroom saying, "Excuse me. I’ll just be a second."
Then A comes in, but the bartender is not convinced that this relative of C is not a
minor.
Then the bartender notices B-flat hiding at the end of the bar and says, "Get out!
You’re the seventh minor I've found in this bar tonight."
E-Flat comes back the next night in a three-piece suit with nicely shined shoes. The
bartender says, "You're looking sharp tonight. Come on in, this could be a major
development."
Sure enough, E-flat soon takes off his suit and everything else, and is au natural.
Eventually C sobers up and realizes in horror that he's under a rest.
C is brought to trial, found guilty of contributing to the diminution of a minor, and is
sentenced to 10 years of D.S. without Coda at an upscale correctional facility.

Internet Corner
The Man in Seat 61 (https://www.seat61.com/)
A fantastic site if you are looking to travel abroad by train. I have used this for
travel to Prague, and to Budapest and it has been invaluable. You just type in
your destination and it will give you all the options possible. For example London
to Prague, gives you 5 different options, including sleeper trains, where to have
an overnight stop, and even a ferry alternative. It will give you an idea of prices,
tell you all about your destination, describe the different trains in great detail, and
will tell you how and where to buy the tickets. There’s even a section on ‘taking
your dog’.
Computer Learning Skills (https://www.learnmyway.com/)
This site is full of useful courses on how to do things digitally, from the basics of
using a computer, to the safe way to browse the internet and use Facebook, to
how to apply for jobs online and how to use public services online. Each of the
main subjects on the first page are broken down into further categories, each of
which forms a learning ‘course’. It is all easy to follow and you can proceed at
your own pace. Very useful for anyone who is not entirely confident on using a
computer.
Music Theory websites
https://www.mymusictheory.com/index.php
This is probably the best option for learning music theory on the internet. It is
primarily for students preparing for exams for either the Associated Board of the
Royal Schools of Music, or for Trinity College London, but don’t let that put you
off. They are designed for any level of student from complete beginner to diploma
level. The lessons can be learnt online at your own pace and for free.
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/culture/music/introductionmusic-theory/content-section-0?active-tab=description-tab
This is another good example of a free music theory lesson. It will teach you to
understand the basic building blocks of musical theory and notation.

What I Was Doing 40 Years Ago – Roy Talbot
In 1978 I had just crossed from Pakistan into India on my way to Australia with
two friends. We were looking forward to reaching India as the highlight of our
cycle trip across the world, partly because it was ‘nearing’ our Down Under
destination, but also because of the wonderful things that we wanted to see in
India. And we weren’t disappointed.
We had already seen such amazing places and met such fantastic people up to
this point, but India was to exceed all expectations. We crossed the border at
Attari and cycled all the way to Amritsar during the rest of the day. This is the
home of the Golden Temple, the spiritual and cultural home of the Sikh religion.

In those days visitors to this holy temple could ask for accommodation at the
adjoining building, which we duly did. We were given a square room to ourselves,
which consisted of 4 walls and a stone floor! But it was safe and dry, and the free
meal the following day of lentils was delicious.
The temple now receives more than 100,000 visitors on weekdays alone and is
even more popular than the Taj Mahal, but back in those days of political unrest it
was a fraction of that number. We thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the temple,
being met at the entrance by an English speaking elder and then shown around
all the areas inside. We were still there in the evening when the closing ritual was
to happen. After a series of chants and prayers the Sikh scripture book is closed
and carried on a flower decorated throne across the bridge shown above to its
nightly ‘bed’ in another building. We were allowed to lead this procession across
the bridge. We were decorated with garlands of paper flowers as we walked very
slowly at the head of about 100 people.
The hospitality we received here and indeed across most of India was amazing.
After a second day visiting the temple again and a couple of museums in the city
we set of cycling towards Agra and the Taj Mahal – but that is another story.

SMVC Leisure Wear
It would be great if everyone purchased one and wear them when we
are doing more casual ‘sings’ when on tour etc.
A reminder to longer standing members and information for newer members.
Malcolm Hopkins is in charge of our shop and you or your loved ones can
purchase the following SMVC items.
The following items are available for sale:
Blue Lambswool Sweaters
New Sweatshirts
Grey Sweatershirts
Polo Shirts
Silver Grey Ties
Blue Ties
Uniform Ties

£35
£15
£12
£5
£2
£5
£5

The Silver Grey tie was previously official uniform. There are very few left and
are reduced to clear, so bag a bargain.
The lambswool sweaters were previously regarded as uniform and were
worn with the blue ties. The polo shirts are available in many colours (we
have a large stock) but large sizes are in short supply

Concert/ Events Dates 2018 (7.30 unless noted)
DATE

TIME *

VENUE

Sun 25 March

7.30

Sat 7 April

7

Bingley Arts Centre, The Studio BD16
2LZ
Christ Church, Skipton
BD23 2AH
Silsden Methodist Church
BD20 0PA
for Carers Resource
Holy Trinity, Cowling
BD22 0DD
Gamekeeper’s Inn, Long Ashes
Threshfield
BD23 5PN
St.Luke’s, East Morton
BD20 5RU
Cliffe Castle, Keighley
BD20 6LH
Middlesbrough Town Hall
TS1 2QJ
St. Hedda’s, Egton Bridge
YO21 1UU
Holy Trinity, Skipton
BD23 1ER

Sat 21 April

Sat 12 May
Fri 8 June

Sat 23 June
Sun 15 July

2

Fri 20 July
Sat 21 July

7

Sat 15 Sept

Sunday 7th Oct

All day

Sat 20 October

Sat 3rd Nov

All day

Sun 18 November

2

Sat 15 December

Huddersfield Town Hall
Regional rehearsal for RAH
Kings Hall, Ilkley
LS29 8HB
Annual Concert
Royal Albert Hall Concert
Festival of Brass and Voices
Octagon Live, Keighley
BD20 5LY
All Saints, Bingley
BD16 2RH

with guest
Stephanie Hladowski
Clark Community Choir
Cobbydale Singers

Garvey Brothers

Music at the Museum
M/bro Community
Choir
Dalesmen Singers
for Holy Trinity &
Skipton Royal British
Legion

City of Bradford Brass
Band
All day
Rehearsals and concert
Opus 44
Christmas Concert with
St. Walburga’s School
Choir

Contacts for SMVC
Chairman

David Borley

01943602719

david.borley@icloud.com

Musical
Director

Cathy Sweet

01943 830674
07989839468

i.sweet@blueyonder.co.uk

Secretary /

Ian McDonald

01274400375
07949626675

ianmcd51@hotmail.com

Concert
Secretary

Charles
Sowden

01943 817341
07704 123176

Publicity
Officer

David
Barraclough

01535 655595
07747566471

djbarr62@outlook.com

Treasurer

John Dowlan

01422 248010

john@dowlan.co.uk

Accompanist

Pat Jones

01535652026
07765836029

patjones179@btinternet.com

Dep.
Accompanist

Peter
Abberton

01274 551526

peterabberton@btinternet.com

Duplicator

Tim Bastow

01535 603065

tim.jtbastow@blueyonder.co.uk

Chimes Editor

Roy Talbot

07557 220814

roytalbot@live.co.uk

01274 599237
07973166520

trguest @btinternet.com

Top tenor rep

Terry Guest

charlessowden@live.co.uk

2nd Tenor rep

Jeremy Law

01535 439315

jeremy@jlleather.co.uk

Baritone rep

Tony Paget

01535 657910
07779252833

tony.paget@tlaktlak.net

01274484617
07778571052

roberthamilton@tiscali.co.uk

Bass rep

Robert
Hamilton

